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Jewelled Tones and Ostrich Feathers:
The Best of the Met Gala 2012
BY JACQUIE LEE ON MAY 9, 2012

Every  year, just as awards season fatigue has finally  waned, the A-list dig out their best designer
duds for the Metropolitan Museum of Art‘s annual Costume Institute Gala. Traditionally  an
opportunity  for stars to showcase some more outrageous, over-the-top looks (after all, it is a costume
gala) the 2012 red carpet turnout did not disappoint, with bold jewelled tones, metallics and ostrich
feathers proving to be the hits of the evening.

Prada was a favourite among many  celebrities on the night, including Milla Jovovich, the ever-
flawless Dianne Kruger and Australia’s own Mia Wasikowska, who both served up understated
elegance in rich shades of purple and raspberry , soft toussled locks and simple make-up. Ms. Kruger
kept things quirky  and playful with her ostrich-feathered hemline (another big trend on the night),
whilst Mia‘s prim ensemble was a perfect example of the demure, olde worlde look she does best.
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Elizabeth Rose is still adjusting to the attention that the last year and a half has brought her, and we caught up with her for a look-in to the surreal life.

Elizabeth Rose is Ready To Mesmerise
lunamagazine.com.au

21 year old Elizabeth Rose is a force to be reckoned with on the Australian music scene. The electronic-pop singer and producer has made a...
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If you were curious about what Kanye West's film Cruel Summer is about, and how the seven screen experience works, we've got the details.

Kanye West’s Cruel Summer Film Debuts at Cannes
lunamagazine.com.au

Kanye West debuted his new film, a follow-up to 2010's Runaway, at the Cannes Film Festival overnight.
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Glee starlet Dianna Agron and French ingenue Marion Cotillard wowed in a jade-green silk
Carolina Herrera number and moody  amethyst Christian Dior Couture gown respectively .
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Vampire Diaries star Nina Dobrev shone in a black and gold backless Donna Karan Atelier gown,
complete with breathtaking train, but Gwyneth Paltrow proved that not all that glitters is gold in
a silver halterneck Prada mini that once again showed off her red carpet prowess (and ridiculously
bangin’ body).
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Face of Burberry Body, Rosie Huntington-Whiteley cut a strikingly  elegant figure on the red
carpet in her custom-made copper-and-black striped tulle Burberry gown with embroidered glass
bead neckline. Meanwhile, Rihanna‘s slinky  serpantine Tom Ford gown and curly  quiff embodied
the Barbadian beauty ’s sense of adventure without being OTT or tacky .

Cate Blanchett and Beyonce Knowles showcased the OTT spirit of the Gala perfectly  in traffic-
stopping feathered numbers. Both Cate‘s Alexander McQueen Fall 2012 offering and Beyonce‘s
black lace, crystal and ostrich feather Givenchy Couture number were complimented by  barely-
there make-up and simple ponytails. Red carpet glamour (and feathers) has never looked so good.
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Livia Arena SS 13
collection
BY BIANCA BARTOLO ON MAY
24, 2012

When y ou think Melbourne
fashion y ou think luxurious
fabrics, a simple silhouette
and staples with a twist. 
Local label Livia Arena
epitomizes this aesthetic and
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Lover Release Bridal
Collection, ‘White
Magick’
BY JACQUIE LEE ON MAY 23,
2012

Following on from their
much-lauded appearance at
Mercedes Benz Fashion Week
Australia earlier this month,
Lover hav e released 'White
Magick', a new capsule
collection aimed
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Paul Smith “A to Z”
BY ALICE CURRIE ON MAY 22,
2012

Outrageously  talented
designer Paul Smith has
released his new book, “A to
Z”. Fans of the designer
descended upon the Paul
Smith boutique in Cov ent
Garden
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Via Red Carpet Fashion Awards
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